1. I am [check one]: Faculty □ AP or COT or Maintenance Staff □

2. Because of the delegation trip, my understanding of Korea & Korean Culture was [circle one]:
   - Greatly enhanced
   - Somewhat enhanced
   - Not enhanced much
   - Not enhanced at all

3. Because of the delegation trip, the international elements or understanding I bring to my job at GVSU (whether as a faculty member or as a staff member) has been [circle one]:
   - Greatly enhanced
   - Somewhat enhanced
   - Not enhanced much
   - Not enhanced at all

4. Here are specific ways that my teaching, or research, or work has been affected [e.g., revisions to way you teach one or more of your courses, changes in the ways you interact with international students/colleagues, changes in the way you talk about study abroad/international travel as an educational activity]. Use as much space as you’d like.

Name:________________________